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Policies Allegedly Violated related to UCPD Vandalism Allegation 

• University Policy/102.04 - Theft of, conversion of, destruction of, or damage to any property of
the University, or any property of others while on University premises, or possession of any
property when the student had knowledge or reasonably should have had knowledge that it was
stolen.

o It is alleged that Nichi vandalized University property, namely the granite sign outside
the UCPD building as well as the glass door/window of the UCPD building; it is further
alleged that Nichi threw rocks at the glass door/windows causing damage.

• University Policy/102.14 - Disorderly or lewd conduct.
o It is alleged that the act of vandalizing and throwing rocks at the UCPD building is a

disorderly act.

Information Gathered Relating to the UCPD Vandalism Allegation 

• According to the Student Incident Summary we received from UCPD, on Feb 22, 2021, an
unknown individual vandalized the UCPD building and sign by writing “Defund the Police” on
the granite sign, as well as what was described as an “anti-police slogan” on the glass window
next to the door of the building. The same person then returned a short time later and threw rocks
at the glass, causing damage. The SIS noted the suspected person “looked similar to Nichi Yes,”
and that Nichi later made statements in an email thread which contained information not released
to the public, leading UCPD to suspect Nichi was the person responsible.

• In an email thread related to her duties as a member of the Campus Safety Taskforce on March 18
and 19, Nichi called attention to the February vandalism and attached photos of the granite sign,
which she enhanced so the vandalism could be seen more clearly.

o In the email, Nichi wrote: “Talking with other students, I've gathered there was also a
bunch written on the front door shaming the police. I went to see, but it looks like they
must have removed both. Considerate a choice as washable marker is, it's worrisome for
the safety of the labs with valuable stealables as well as the dorms, both with much less
securely-constructed buildings, that the current main campus safety defense is instead the
police whose response time is presumably worse to places other than their own
department.”

o The information that the window had also been vandalized was never released to the
public, nor was any information on what was used to do the vandalism, i.e., washable
marker.

• In my meeting with Nichi, she stated she has no direct knowledge of the vandalism beyond what
is visible in her photos. She stated she was told about the vandalism and went for a walk to see it
for herself, but she did not go up to the door. She said she heard about the vandalism from
students she talked to in her capacity as GSA president. Nichi also stated the individual in the PD
flyer (also not released to the public) is not her.

o Nichi stated that her comment about washable marker is a direct response to the previous
statement in the email chain, from Miriam Lam, who wrote: “Perhaps if it was in marker
rather than etching, custodial staff may have already removed it.”

o Nichi stated she had no direct knowledge of the implement used to write the slogans.
• In my meeting with John Freese, Interim Chief of Police, he stated multiple things led UCPD to

believe Nichi was the responsible party:
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o There was a task force meeting where Nichi “blew up” and recused herself from
attending further meetings; the vandalism occurred that night or the next night.

o In the email thread, Nichi displays knowledge that the glass window was also vandalized,
despite that information not being released to the public and that it was removed quickly.

o PD feels the person in the internal flyer resembles Nichi.
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Policies Allegedly Violated related to Assault Allegation 

• University Policy/102.08 - Physical abuse including but not limited to physical assault; threats of
violence; or other conduct that threatens the health or safety of any person.

o It is alleged that Nichi physically assaulted Student A, causing visible damage to them.

Information Gathered Relating to the UCPD Vandalism Allegation 

• According to the Student Incident Summary we received from UCPD, Student A was being
treated in the health center for her injuries. Student A told Cpl. Enriquez on 08/02/2021 at about
0200, she finished helping Nichi move. After the move, they decided to go to Student A’s
apartment at UCR Bannockburn and celebrate with alcoholic beverages. Nichi wanted Student A
to “dominate her.” Student A refused, so Nichi punched Student A and scratched them, causing
visible injuries to their right eye, left shoulder, and left chest. Nichi also spat in Student A’s face.
Student A stated they did not desire prosecution for the battery, and they stated they just wanted
Nichi to “get help” for her substance abuse/ mental health issues.

• In my meeting with Student A, they said they did not want Nichi to get in trouble but did want
her to get help with her alcohol abuse. They said they believe Nichi was in crisis and drunk when
the assault occurred. They confirmed what was written in the SIS and added more detail about the
incident and what led up to it.

o Student A stated that for Nichi to have assaulted them is particularly difficult for them
because Nichi knows Student A’s past traumas around violence of this kind.

• In my meeting with Nichi, she did not remember the assault, but also did not deny that she took
the actions described in the SIS.

o Nichi stated Student A told her in the morning that she had punched them the night
before. Nichi believed she had done this since Student A had a visible black eye. She left
at Student A’s request and has not been in contact with them since, other than later that
day as recounted in the narratives.

o Nichi stated she had to deal with the “cognitive dissonance” of having done something
she did not want to do, specifically causing Student A pain through violence.

o Nichi also stated she had prior issues with alcohol use and had recently resumed alcohol
use prior to the assault occurring.
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Policies Allegedly Violated related to Car Vandalism Allegation 

• University Policy/102.14 - Disorderly or lewd conduct.
o It is alleged that the act of kicking a car and causing damage is a disorderly act.

Information Gathered Relating to the Car Vandalism Allegation 

• According to the Student Incident Summary we received from UCPD, while at the health center
Shonda Scott, a Medical Assistant there, said she recognized Student A as one of the people who
vandalized her son’s vehicle a day or two before on Campus View Drive. Shondra showed Sgt.
Wright the Ring camera footage from her phone, in which you can see Student A and Nichi in the
video. The video showed them walk by her son’s vehicle at which point Nichi kicked the vehicle
causing the damage.

• In my meeting with Student A, they said Nichi had been drinking before the car-kicking incident.
She kicked the car out of frustration and was in crisis, "I hate my neighbors," was not targeted at
anyone in particular. That time drinking "went okay" because it was much less than during the
assault.

• In my meeting with Nichi, she said that kicking the car seemed like part of her pattern of behavior
at the time of the incident, and confirmed she was not targeting anyone.
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Student Incident Summary  

Student Information: 

Student Name
DOB:

Nichole Smith (Nichi Yes) 
 DOB: Address:

Student Identified As: 

Suspect Victim Other:
Type of Offense: 

Arrested Public Intoxication Violation of University Policies

Injury: Violation of Safety Rules Violation of Criminal Laws
Other:

Details: 

 UCPD File #:   Officer Involved:  Ofc. Stern 

On 02/22/2021 at about 2346 hours, a vandalism occurred at the UCRPD station. An unknown individual 

came to the front of UCRPD and wrote on the glass in marker. The individual returned a short time later and 

threw several rocks at the glass front door and glass windows causing damage. The suspect is described as 

slender, long dark curly hair wearing a dark t-shirt and jeans. Based on the photos from the surveillance 

footage, the suspect looked similar to Nichi Yes. A department watch briefing was sent out regarding the 

incident (see attached). Prosecution for the vandalism was not pursued in the interest of justice.  

In an email on 03/19/2021, to the Campus Safety Taskforce, Nichi Yes made statements about the vandalism 

of UCRPD including details that only the suspect would know (see attached email).  

Nothing Further. 

Police Department Pending Actions: 

The following information submitted is for the Office of Student Judicial Affairs. This document is only an overview of the 
incident with the involved named student(s) who have been involved in an incident being reviewed by Judicial Affairs. 

Officer Name/Title Date 

M. Debaca/Detective 8/17/2021 

Received by Student Judicial Affairs (Representative’s Signature) Date 

*This document is not a police report and is to be used for administrative purposes only.

University of California – Riverside 

Police Department
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ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY 
594 PC – Vandalism 

On February 22, 2021 between 2320 and 2346 hours, an unknown individual came to the front of 
UCRPD and wrote on the glass.  The individual returned a short time later and threw several rocks at the 
glass front door and glass windows causing damage.  The suspect below is described as a male, slender, 
long dark curly hair wearing a dark t-shirt and jeans.   Any similar incidents, please contact Det. Greg 
Lynch at greg.lynch@ucr.edu or at 951-827-5387.  Refer to file 21-0071. 
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Begin forwarded message:

From: Nichi Yes <nsmit015@ucr.edu>
Date: March 19, 2021 at 22:18:53 PDT
To: Mariam Lam <mariam.lam@ucr.edu>
Cc: John Freese <john.freese@ucr.edu>, gsaucr@ucr.edu, Christine Victorino
<christine.victorino@ucr.edu>, Megan Johnson <megan.johnson@ucr.edu>, "Jack Clarke
Jr." <jack.clarke@bbklaw.com>, David Bergquist <david.bergquist@ucr.edu>, Provost
<provost@ucr.edu>, Brian Haynes <brian.haynes@ucr.edu>, Jason Stajich
<jasonst@ucr.edu>, Dennis Frederick McIver <dennis.mciver@ucr.edu>, Michelle
Burroughs <Michelle.Burroughs@medsch.ucr.edu>, Alton Carswell
<altonc@exch.ucr.edu>, Kim Adele Overdyck <kim.overdyck@ucr.edu>, Wade Stern
<wade.stern@ucr.edu>, asucrpresident@ucr.edu

Christina Wong
<christina.wong@ucr.edu>, Tasha Hudson <tasha.hudson@ucr.edu>, Gerry Bomotti
<gerard.bomotti@ucr.edu>, Jason Day <jason.day@ucr.edu>, Seth Morrison
<seth.morrison@ucr.edu>
Subject: Re: Campus Safety Task Force Draft Report & Recommendations
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Talking with other students, I've gathered there was also a bunch written on the front door
shaming the police. I went to see, but it looks like they must have removed both.
Considerate a choice as washable marker is, it's worrisome for the safety of the labs with
valuable stealables as well as the dorms, both with much less securely-constructed
buildings, that the current main campus safety defense is instead the police whose response
time is presumably worse to places other than their own department.

On Thu, Mar 18, 2021 at 4:04 PM Mariam Lam
<mariam.lam@ucr.edu<mailto:mariam.lam@ucr.edu>> wrote:
Perhaps if it was in marker rather than etching, custodial staff may have already removed
it.

Mariam

From: Nichi Yes <nsmit015@ucr.edu<mailto:nsmit015@ucr.edu>>
Date: Thursday, March 18, 2021 at 3:08 PM
To: John Freese <john.freese@ucr.edu<mailto:john.freese@ucr.edu>>
Cc: "gsaucr@ucr.edu<mailto:gsaucr@ucr.edu>"
<gsaucr@ucr.edu<mailto:gsaucr@ucr.edu>>, Christine Victorino
<christine.victorino@ucr.edu<mailto:christine.victorino@ucr.edu>>, Megan Johnson
<megan.johnson@ucr.edu<mailto:megan.johnson@ucr.edu>>, "Jack Clarke Jr."
<jack.clarke@bbklaw.com<mailto:jack.clarke@bbklaw.com>>, David Bergquist
<david.bergquist@ucr.edu<mailto:david.bergquist@ucr.edu>>, Provost
<provost@ucr.edu<mailto:provost@ucr.edu>>, Brian Haynes
<brian.haynes@ucr.edu<mailto:brian.haynes@ucr.edu>>, Mariam Lam
<mariam.lam@ucr.edu<mailto:mariam.lam@ucr.edu>>, Jason Stajich
<jasonst@ucr.edu<mailto:jasonst@ucr.edu>>, Dennis Frederick McIver
<dennis.mciver@ucr.edu<mailto:dennis.mciver@ucr.edu>>, Michelle Burroughs
<Michelle.Burroughs@medsch.ucr.edu<mailto:Michelle.Burroughs@medsch.ucr.edu>>,
Alton Carswell <altonc@exch.ucr.edu<mailto:altonc@exch.ucr.edu>>, Kim Adele
Overdyck <kim.overdyck@ucr.edu<mailto:kim.overdyck@ucr.edu>>, Wade Stern
<wade.stern@ucr.edu<mailto:wade.stern@ucr.edu>>,
"asucrpresident@ucr.edu<mailto:asucrpresident@ucr.edu>"

"jorge.hernandez@riverside.courts.ca.gov<mailto:jorge.hernandez@riverside.courts.ca.gov
>"
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>"
<jorge.hernandez@riverside.courts.ca.gov<mailto:jorge.hernandez@riverside.courts.ca.go
v>>, "keona.a.henderson@gmail.com<mailto:keona.a.henderson@gmail.com>"
<keona.a.henderson@gmail.com<mailto:keona.a.henderson@gmail.com>>,
"ucraaba@gmail.com<mailto:ucraaba@gmail.com>"
<ucraaba@gmail.com<mailto:ucraaba@gmail.com>>,
"mrwright818@gmail.com<mailto:mrwright818@gmail.com>"
<mrwright818@gmail.com<mailto:mrwright818@gmail.com>>, Christina Wong
<christina.wong@ucr.edu<mailto:christina.wong@ucr.edu>>, Tasha Hudson
<tasha.hudson@ucr.edu<mailto:tasha.hudson@ucr.edu>>, Gerry Bomotti
<gerard.bomotti@ucr.edu<mailto:gerard.bomotti@ucr.edu>>, Jason Day
<jason.day@ucr.edu<mailto:jason.day@ucr.edu>>, Seth Morrison
<seth.morrison@ucr.edu<mailto:seth.morrison@ucr.edu>>
Subject: Re: FW: Campus Safety Task Force Draft Report & Recommendations

I took the picture while out on a walk. Here is the zoom out.
[mage.png]

On Thu, Mar 18, 2021 at 2:46 PM John Freese
<john.freese@ucr.edu<mailto:john.freese@ucr.edu>> wrote:
Nichi,
We’ve checked the granite sign in front of the UCPD station and the other signs on campus
and found no evidence of this vandalism. Please let me know where you got this picture.
Thank you,
John

From: Nichi Yes, GSA President
<president.gsaucr@gmail.com<mailto:president.gsaucr@gmail.com>>
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 11:24 AM
To: Christine Victorino
<christine.victorino@ucr.edu<mailto:christine.victorino@ucr.edu>>
Cc: Megan Johnson <megan.johnson@ucr.edu<mailto:megan.johnson@ucr.edu>>; Jack
Clarke Jr. <jack.clarke@bbklaw.com<mailto:jack.clarke@bbklaw.com>>; David Bergquist
<david.bergquist@ucr.edu<mailto:david.bergquist@ucr.edu>>; Provost
<provost@ucr.edu<mailto:provost@ucr.edu>>; Brian Haynes
<brian.haynes@ucr.edu<mailto:brian.haynes@ucr.edu>>; Mariam Lam
<mariam.lam@ucr.edu<mailto:mariam.lam@ucr.edu>>; Jason Stajich
<jasonst@ucr.edu<mailto:jasonst@ucr.edu>>; Dennis Frederick McIver
<dennis.mciver@ucr.edu<mailto:dennis.mciver@ucr.edu>>; Michelle Burroughs
<Michelle.Burroughs@medsch.ucr.edu<mailto:Michelle.Burroughs@medsch.ucr.edu>>;
Alton Carswell <altonc@exch.ucr.edu<mailto:altonc@exch.ucr.edu>>; Kim Adele
Overdyck <kim.overdyck@ucr.edu<mailto:kim.overdyck@ucr.edu>>; John Freese
<john.freese@ucr.edu<mailto:john.freese@ucr.edu>>; Wade Stern
<wade.stern@ucr.edu<mailto:wade.stern@ucr.edu>>;
asucrpresident@ucr.edu<mailto:asucrpresident@ucr.edu>;
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asucrpresident@ucr.edu<mailto:asucrpresident@ucr.edu>;

jorge.hernandez@riverside.courts.ca.gov<mailto:jorge.hernandez@riverside.courts.ca.gov
>; keona.a.henderson@gmail.com<mailto:keona.a.henderson@gmail.com>;
ucraaba@gmail.com<mailto:ucraaba@gmail.com>;
mrwright818@gmail.com<mailto:mrwright818@gmail.com>; Christina Wong
<christina.wong@ucr.edu<mailto:christina.wong@ucr.edu>>; Tasha Hudson
<tasha.hudson@ucr.edu<mailto:tasha.hudson@ucr.edu>>
Subject: Re: FW: Campus Safety Task Force Draft Report & Recommendations

Thank you for circulating this. Many interesting points are made throughout the 32 pages, I
do want to advise that the "some" graduate students on page 2 is a rather large "some".
We're not coming back to an unsafe campus.

Also, I find it rather telling that the sign outside of the UCR PD was vandalized with an
anti-police slogan. I edited the picture below to make it easier to see for those who haven't.

[cid:1784e0319e25b16b22]
[cid:1784e0319e2692e333]
_______________________
Nichi Yes | President
UCR Graduate Student Association
203 Highlander Union Building
University of California, Riverside
gsaucr@ucr.edu<mailto:gsaucr@ucr.edu> | (951) 827-3740
http://gsa.ucr.edu
https://www.facebook.com/UCRGSA/

On Thu, Mar 18, 2021 at 10:47 AM Christine Victorino
<christine.victorino@ucr.edu<mailto:christine.victorino@ucr.edu>> wrote:
FYI – My apologies for not circulating this feedback sooner.  Best, CV

From: Sarah Miller <sarah.miller@ucr.edu<mailto:sarah.miller@ucr.edu>>
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2021 10:31 AM
To: Christine Victorino
<christine.victorino@ucr.edu<mailto:christine.victorino@ucr.edu>>
Cc: Cherysa P Cortez <cherysa.cortez@ucr.edu<mailto:cherysa.cortez@ucr.edu>>
Subject: Campus Safety Task Force Draft Report & Recommendations
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Dear Christine,
Attached, please find a memo from Senate Chair Stajich regarding the subject item. There
are a few more Senate committee responses that will be sent in the next few weeks.
Thanks,
Sarah

Sarah Miller
Academic Senate Office
University of California, Riverside
230 University Office Building
Riverside, CA 92521
Phone - (951) 827-5538
Fax - (951) 827-5545
Please consider your environmental responsibility before printing this email.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail communication and any attachments may
contain confidential and privileged information for the use of the designated recipients
named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have
received this communication in error and that any review, disclosure, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify UCR Academic Senate Office immediately by
telephone at (951) 827-5538 or email sarah.miller@ucr.edu<mailto:sarah.miller@ucr.edu>
and permanently delete all copies of this communication and any attachments.

--
Nichi Yes
University of California, Riverside
Philosophy Department, Graduate Student
Graduate Student Association, President
nichiyes.com<http://nichiyes.com>
951-723-5089
nichi@nichiyes.com<mailto:nichi@nichiyes.com>
(she/her)

--
Nichi Yes
University of California, Riverside
Philosophy Department, Graduate Student
Graduate Student Association, President
nichiyes.com<http://nichiyes.com>
951-723-5089
nichi@nichiyes.com<mailto:nichi@nichiyes.com>
(she/her)
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From: John Freese
To: Kyle McStay
Subject: FW: FW: Campus Safety Task Force Draft Report & Recommendations
Date: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:16:52 AM
Attachments: image.png

image001.png
image002.png

Kyle,
Below is the pic Nichi sent. “Defund the police” is faintly seen at the top.
John

From: Nichi Yes <nsmit015@ucr.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 3:08 PM
To: John Freese <john.freese@ucr.edu>
Cc: gsaucr@ucr.edu; Christine Victorino <christine.victorino@ucr.edu>; Megan Johnson
<megan.johnson@ucr.edu>; Jack Clarke Jr. <jack.clarke@bbklaw.com>; David Bergquist
<david.bergquist@ucr.edu>; Provost <provost@ucr.edu>; Brian Haynes <brian.haynes@ucr.edu>;
Mariam Lam <mariam.lam@ucr.edu>; Jason Stajich <jasonst@ucr.edu>; Dennis Frederick McIver
<dennis.mciver@ucr.edu>; Michelle Burroughs <Michelle.Burroughs@medsch.ucr.edu>; Alton
Carswell <altonc@exch.ucr.edu>; Kim Adele Overdyck <kim.overdyck@ucr.edu>; Wade Stern
<wade.stern@ucr.edu>; asucrpresident@ucr.edu; 

 jorge.hernandez@riverside.courts.ca.gov;
keona.a.henderson@gmail.com; ucraaba@gmail.com; mrwright818@gmail.com; Christina Wong
<christina.wong@ucr.edu>; Tasha Hudson <tasha.hudson@ucr.edu>; Gerry Bomotti
<gerard.bomotti@ucr.edu>; Jason Day <jason.day@ucr.edu>; Seth Morrison
<seth.morrison@ucr.edu>
Subject: Re: FW: Campus Safety Task Force Draft Report & Recommendations

I took the picture while out on a walk. Here is the zoom out.
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On Thu, Mar 18, 2021 at 2:46 PM John Freese <john.freese@ucr.edu> wrote:

Nichi,
We’ve checked the granite sign in front of the UCPD station and the other signs on campus
and found no evidence of this vandalism. Please let me know where you got this picture.
Thank you,
John

From: Nichi Yes, GSA President <president.gsaucr@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 11:24 AM
To: Christine Victorino <christine.victorino@ucr.edu>
Cc: Megan Johnson <megan.johnson@ucr.edu>; Jack Clarke Jr.
<jack.clarke@bbklaw.com>; David Bergquist <david.bergquist@ucr.edu>; Provost
<provost@ucr.edu>; Brian Haynes <brian.haynes@ucr.edu>; Mariam Lam
<mariam.lam@ucr.edu>; Jason Stajich <jasonst@ucr.edu>; Dennis Frederick McIver
<dennis.mciver@ucr.edu>; Michelle Burroughs <Michelle.Burroughs@medsch.ucr.edu>;
Alton Carswell <altonc@exch.ucr.edu>; Kim Adele Overdyck <kim.overdyck@ucr.edu>;
John Freese <john.freese@ucr.edu>; Wade Stern <wade.stern@ucr.edu>;
asucrpresident@ucr.edu;

jorge.hernandez@riverside.courts.ca.gov; keona.a.henderson@gmail.com;
ucraaba@gmail.com; mrwright818@gmail.com; Christina Wong
<christina.wong@ucr.edu>; Tasha Hudson <tasha.hudson@ucr.edu>
Subject: Re: FW: Campus Safety Task Force Draft Report & Recommendations

Thank you for circulating this. Many interesting points are made throughout the 32 pages, I
do want to advise that the "some" graduate students on page 2 is a rather large "some".
We're not coming back to an unsafe campus.
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Also, I find it rather telling that the sign outside of the UCR PD was vandalized with an
anti-police slogan. I edited the picture below to make it easier to see for those who haven't. 

_______________________
Nichi Yes | President
UCR Graduate Student Association
203 Highlander Union Building
University of California, Riverside
gsaucr@ucr.edu | (951) 827-3740
http://gsa.ucr.edu
https://www.facebook.com/UCRGSA/

On Thu, Mar 18, 2021 at 10:47 AM Christine Victorino <christine.victorino@ucr.edu>
wrote:

FYI – My apologies for not circulating this feedback sooner.  Best, CV

From: Sarah Miller <sarah.miller@ucr.edu> 
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Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2021 10:31 AM
To: Christine Victorino <christine.victorino@ucr.edu>
Cc: Cherysa P Cortez <cherysa.cortez@ucr.edu>
Subject: Campus Safety Task Force Draft Report & Recommendations

Dear Christine,
Attached, please find a memo from Senate Chair Stajich regarding the subject item. There
are a few more Senate committee responses that will be sent in the next few weeks.
Thanks,
Sarah

Sarah Miller 
Academic Senate Office
University of California, Riverside
230 University Office Building
Riverside, CA 92521
Phone - (951) 827-5538
Fax - (951) 827-5545
Please consider your environmental responsibility before printing this email.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail communication and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged
information for the use of the designated recipients named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
you have received this communication in error and that any review, disclosure, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify UCR Academic Senate
Office immediately by telephone at (951) 827-5538 or email sarah.miller@ucr.edu and permanently delete all copies of this
communication and any attachments.

--
Nichi Yes
University of California, Riverside
Philosophy Department, Graduate Student
Graduate Student Association, President
nichiyes.com
951-723-5089
nichi@nichiyes.com
(she/her)
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-Is in a stable off campus house now. Academic plan is also still the same, ABD by end of this quarter,
etc.

-Does remember sending the email about the vandalism. Heard about the vandalism, went on a walk,
saw the vandalism, heard rumors, reported the rumors. One of her friends who lives in Oban told her
about the vandalism, they had seen it and let her know. Friend knew she disliked the police because is
not shy about it, responded lol when told. Phone was stolen in June, doesn’t have those texts anymore.

-About the rumors, what did you hear and from whom? Before a GSA meeting in March or April, people
were just talking about "stuff." Feels like got the info about how the messaging of the vandalism etc.
What she saw and took a photo of was the big sign outside the station and it said defund the police
really big. Heard there was messaging somewhere else on the building like the door, snarky anti-police
messages, etc.

-Did not know it was gone until John Freese said it was gone, so she went to look. At the time was living
kind of far from UCR so was not making that walk all the time. The task force had maybe talked about it
earlier which was why she brought it up.

-"Washable marker" was a direct response to Miriam saying it may have been marker. Her saying 
"considerate a choice as washable marker is" was her being snarky and rude. Does not have direct 
knowledge. When had walked by and saw it on the sign it "looked markerish," did not stop and ponder 
it, did not look like spray paint. Says the photo is not her. 

Nichi Yes AR 9-29-21
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:21 PM

Case Notes Page 1
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What happened at the time? "prosecution was not pursued in the interest of justice"? 
At the time it was complicated because they were in the middle of the taskforce meetings, and 
there was a meeting in which she blew up and recused herself from attending further meetings 
and then did not come back. The next night was when the station was vandalized. 

-

Is it just the washable marker comment or also the comment about what was written on the front door? 
Did the flyer go out and if so, when? It's visible in the photo. 

The flyer was not public, only for internal law enforcement use. It was never released to the public 
that the front door was also tagged. 

-

Do you have the picture Nichi sent in the email chain? I haven't seen it. 
-He will send it.

John Freese Consult re Nichi Yes 10-6-21
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:55 AM

Case Notes Page 1
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Student Incident Summary  

Student Information: 

Student Name
DOB:

Nichole Smith (Nichi Yes) 
Address:

Student Identified As: 

Suspect Victim Other:
Type of Offense: 

Arrested Public Intoxication Violation of University Policies

Injury: Violation of Safety Rules Violation of Criminal Laws
Other:

Details: 

 UCPD File #:   Officer Involved:  Cpl. Enriquez 

On 08/03/2021 at about 1545 hours, Cpl. Enriquez responded to UCR Student Health Center in regards to a 

past 242 PC Battery report. Victim and UCR Student  was being treated in 

the health center for her injuries. V/  told Cpl. Enriquez on 08/02/2021 at about 0200, she finished 

helping S/Nichi Yes move. After the move, they decided to go to V/J ’s apartment at UCR Bannockburn 

#  and celebrate with alcoholic beverages. S/Yes wanted V/  to “dominate her.” V/  refused, so 

S/Yes punched V/  and scratched her, causing visible injuries to her right eye, left shoulder, and left 

chest. S/Yes also spit in V/ ’s face. V/ stated she did not desire prosecution for the battery, and she 

stated she just wanted S/Yes to “get help” for her substance abuse/ mental health issues.  

While at the health center, Shonda Scott, a Medical Assistant there, said she recognized V/  as one of the 

people who vandalized her son’s vehicle a day or two before on Campus View. Shondra showed Sgt. Wright 

the Ring camera footage from her phone, which you can see V/ and S/Yes in the video.  The video 

showed them walk by her son’s vehicle at which point S/Yes kicked the vehicle causing the damage. The 

information was forwarded to Riverside Police Department for their vandalism investigation. 

Police Department Pending Actions: 

The following information submitted is for the Office of Student Judicial Affairs. This document is only an overview of the 
incident with the involved named student(s) who have been involved in an incident being reviewed by Judicial Affairs. 

Officer Name/Title Date 

M. Debaca/Detective 8/4/2021 

Received by Student Judicial Affairs (Representative’s Signature) Date 

*This document is not a police report and is to be used for administrative purposes only.

University of California – Riverside 

Police Department
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-Doesn't want to press charges, thinks Nichi was in crisis and very drunk. Wants her to get help. For first
two years known her she was sober, this was only third time saw her drink, she really needs some help
with alcoholism. It was very hard to have to tell her this happened because Nichi had no memory. Was
very anxious Monday morning, reached out to some friends when Nichi was asleep in their bed and
asked people to come over because they didn’t want to be alone with her. They have had ups and down
before, had banned her from their life before, in this case was trying to be there for her, and for that
they got a black eye. Still wants her to succeed and wants the best for her.

-When they got punched they said "I don't want to play that game." What happened is difficult to talk
about, because feels like Nichi of all people knows some of their traumas. She was being very weird
because they have talked a lot about how they are just friends, not relationship partners, more like
siblings, so it was strange that she was trying to come on to them and tried to kiss them. Had only
started talking to her in the past month or so, because wanted to help her when she reached out.

-They had had a fling thing in the past, but that was not how they should be, and Nichi said she thought
of them as a sibling. So Nichi was the one who brought up their relationship as being like siblings, so it
was really strange that she acted the way she did. Reached out to Nichi's mom for advice about what to
do, because she needs help with the alcohol. Thinks she drank almost an entire handle of rum.

-Was around 2 or 3 am when they got back to their place after the move, they both drank at first,
Wyntyr fell asleep and then woke up and the rum was mostly gone. Nichi took some shots, then they all
went to return the Uhaul, Wyntyr drove, then they went back to Wyntyr's place. Nichi's shots are more
than the normal amount since she drinks straight from the bottle. Nichi's girlfriend went home after
they dropped Nichi and Wyntyr off after the truck. After returning the truck, they both drank some and
then Wyntyr got tired around 8 or 9 am, Nichi stayed up because she was not tired, and must have
continued to drink. When Wyntyr went to bed most of the bottle was still there. Woke back up around 8
or 9 pm, bottle mostly gone, at first Nichi was happy and chill, glad that she got everything done, etc.,
but sometime later, around 3 am maybe, they had been having deep conversations (which they don't
really want to repeat), at one point Nichi was playing wrestling with them, but Wyntyr was sober
enough they didn't want to play that. Then weird sexualization stuff started happening, and Wyntyr
communicated to her that they were uncomfortable with that and it needed to stop. Thinks she was
doing it to be playful but kept calling them "faggot," at one point Wyntyr may have bitten Nichi's nose to
get her to stop, after they had been punched and scratched, was basically trying to hold her off. Had a
clear thought that "damn I need to drink to deal with her drunk ass." Should have just asked her to
leave. That's when Wyntyr finished the bottle, maybe more than one shot but less than six. Was
standard Bacardi white rum, nothing overproof.

-Monday noon they checked in with Nichi and she didn't remember what she had done or said.

-Nichi had been drinking before the car-kicking incident. She kicked the car out of frustration and was in
crisis, "I hate my neighbors," was not targeted at anyone in particular. That time drinking "went okay"
because it was much less. That was maybe the second time they ever saw Nichi drink. The first time they
saw her drink was also recently, and they had the conversation of "if you ever get that drunk again you
can't come to my house," not because she got violent but because she got sick and vomited all over
their carpet. Wyntyr was very concerned because Nichi had vomited all over herself in that first time.

 Witness Meeting 8-17-21
Tuesday, August 17, 2021 2:30 PM

Case Notes Page 1
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-Philosophy Ph.D., hoping to finish this year, nearly ABD, hopes to be advanced to candidacy at end of
Fall. Thinks can finish in two remaining quarters after that. Doing thesis route. Is finishing up an INC from
Spring over summer, but has been having housing troubles, hoping to get more writing done. Has been
talking with case management about the housing, has been talking to emergency housing, lease ends on
the 23rd, can't find anywhere starting before September. Hopefully can get emergency housing until
then.

-What happened on that day? "I wish I remembered more." Wyntyr helped her move, they went back to
their place to celebrate at like 3am. Had a large glass of rum (really about a 6 second pull- held bottle up
to mouth), then woke up in their bed, they were next to me, they said they wanted food, which they
got, she fell back asleep, woke back up later (not sure when), Wyntyr told her she got her coffee but she
had to leave because she punched them last night, a friend was there and she needed to leave.
Understood because they had a pretty clear injury on their face (black eye- did not know about the
scratches). She left. Hasn't communicated with them since, other than asking if they needed some more
money (maybe a day or two later- wanted to give them space, etc.), basically said they didn't want to
talk to her anymore, she understood.

-Maybe smoked weed earlier in the day but doesn't recall. Had stopped drinking for a few years, but
then felt safe to start trying it again, so over July maybe once a week or so would have that amount.
When used to drink blackouts would happen all the time, but when started again in July not sure if there
were large gaps because no one to tell her, was mostly isolated.

-Had to deal with some dissonance around having done something she did not want to do, specifically
the violence, does not want them to be hurt, had a lot of feelings to deal with. Blacking out from
drinking is an annoyance, but hurting someone is far worse.

-Called  center about what happened in June ( ), talked about her
uncharacteristic pattern of behavior and violent outbursts since then. Not sure if the binge drinking is
part of the pattern or a cause, but seems related. Tries to direct her violent outbursts not at other
people, just being anti-social, like pulling branches off trees, etc, just being mean, sending messages she
didn't really want to send (would have to apologize the next day). Kicking the car seems like part of this
patter to her. Longstanding discontentedness with cars since she is unable to see well enough to drive,
so under extreme stress and explosive rage is something she might do. Was not targeting that person's
car or anything. Used to have some anger when started anti-depressants like 10 years ago, but nothing
since then. Prior to June was in a pattern of being awake for days on end (not substance assisted-even if
took things to make her sleep), would usually internalize anger, like Jan-June was self-harming, but since
the  has been externalizing her anger.

-For leadership, not a lot of people around so not a big deal at the moment. Most of the people she
works with are supportive, in GSA and other places.

Nichi Yes AR 8-17-21
Tuesday, August 17, 2021 11:02 AM

Case Notes Page 1
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